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About This Game

The Great War 1918 is a WW1 modification for Company of Heroes, focusing on the last year of the First World War.
Currently it features the British Expeditionary Force and the German Empire as opposing factions; however new nations will be
brought over time, such as France and Austria-Hungary. The mod focuses on a realistic and accurate representation of warfare

in 1918 while keeping a balanced and enjoyable gameplay.

Experience the great operations of the last year of the Great War as Germany breaks through the Western Front in the Spring
Offensive; as the Entente, liberate France and Belgium in the Hundred Days offensive. Look forward to heavy artillery strikes
and the infamous gas attacks. Trenches will provide vital cover for infantry while tanks will roll over the battlefield and instil

fear into the enemy.
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Title: The Great War 1918
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Strategy
Developer:
Relic Entertainment, The Great War 1918 Development Team
Publisher:
CMI
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or Vista

Processor: 2.0 Ghz Intel Pentium IV or equivalent or AMD Athlon XP or equivalent

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible 64MB video card with Pixel Shader 1.1 support or equivalent and latest manufacturer
drivers

Storage: 402 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX® 9.0c compatible 16-bit sound card

Additional Notes: You need the Company of Heroes (New Steam Version) Downloaded and installed in order to use this Mod.

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Traditional Chinese
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I wouldn't buy a product thats can do less than a free software, like shotcut, for example. I wanted to buy a software that would
be lag free, relatively cheap, and can do better things than a usual free software. This one dissapointed me. The video dragged
me in, only to dissapoint me.. GIVE US CHEAT CONSOLE PLZ!!! >:(. LOL, can we get acheivements as well as trading
cards?

This is my second licence. I have Sprtier on my Macbook. There are simliar programs-- comparision below, but this program is
the best option out of the three main options people use for gaming.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RINik8aPzg

Away from gaming-- you bump into programs like Adobe Flash or Toonboom for animation and drawing needs. Manga Stuido
is a pretty good option for drawing and making digtial art as Mike also usese it in his tutrorial videos for Spriter. Also, you can
find Manga Studio or Clip Studio on sale evey so often.
. You might dog fight in this arcade flyer. I support you as always, loved the 1st one and love this one. What's not to like?? I
didn't notice a magnet perk for pick ups. Would like to see that addition please because some of the most of the power-ups go
out of bounds too often. Other than that, the only issue I had was the shoutcast internet radio option wouldn't work. Nothing
would show up on any of the 3 tabs so I just ended up using my own mp3 and haven't tried using my mp4s but I hope I can use
those like in the 1st one. Hope to see lots of DLC so I can throw more money at you because you are awesome. Thank you for
making a part 2.. Great game, fitting length for the price (about $8), the combat was fun and clever, the soundtrack was cool and
the art was nice and creative, especially in the fantasy settings.

My one complaint is that the game autosaved, so it was a hassle to see all the choices I could take in the interactive segments,
but it's not that big of a deal once you learn to roll with it.

If you have an afternoon to spend, give this a shot.. If you played and enjoyed Nights of Azure like i did then you'll most
definitely enjoy Nights of Azure 2, If your a fan of the Hack and Slash genre (e.g, Nier: Automata, Bayonetta) then i
recommend giving this game a try. The storytelling can be sort of vague at times and for me that made me want to keep playing
it more, the DLC helped me understand it better, although some things werent answered from the first game. I MUST KNOW!
  The combat is pretty smooth and fun with some unique combos you can perform, aside from her blood sword there are certain
servans you can equip which transform into weapons that can be wielded by Aluche, You also meet some interesting Lilys which
can help you in combat, although their backstories aren't really fully explained so heres hoping to a Nights of Azure 3. I'd give
this yuri harem game a 10/10 ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) also looks very nice in 4K.. So let me start out by saying... there are not that many
male/male dating sims. Especially not ones that are really in deep with complex stories. I did not dislike this game. In many
ways I enjoyed it... but it was much pricier than I normally spend on dating sims. For me to spend as much as I did on this game
(as it was not on sale) I have certain expectations that it did not mean. I can deal with not having a full english audio, but I
cannot deal with the sheer number of spelling and grammer issues. Let me clarify, I am not obsessed with spell and grammer
and I am prone to such errors, but for a game as expernsive as this is... the amount of errors was unacceptable. In one route
alone I counted about thirty. Some errors changed the meaning of the sentence entirely.

My final thoughts are, I would recommend this game but only if you bought it on sale.. This game would be way more fun if it
had hotkeys. As it is, it's a fast track to carpal tunnel syndrome.. The mix of golf and Susan. Match well made. Though I wonder
if Susan is like GLaDOS, even though I do keep to that voice for her.

Well worth the storyline and the challenge. Had me going for a fair few hours. Can't wait for the full release however.
I also can't wait to see what challenges the community makes with the editor. I like my custom maps challenges so bring them
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If it were just for the Abarth 500 Assetto Corse and Brands Hatch, I would still buy it, both are awesome!. I don't even remmber
buying this game, but it recently downloaded as a "reborn" game probably meaning I choose to forget it some time in the past.
Decided to check it out and 7 seconds in got stuck on some rocks which I am now humping as I wait for the trading cards. Yup..
Oh my God I love this game so much! Yes it's short, but it's also priced accordingly. If you ever played a CGA adventure game
you will absolutely love this!. Short but nice.. I'd love to see this game expanded. You guys have created an amazing foundation.
I hope more games will use the brilliant motion approach. No teleporting! Brilliant :). Really fun game play, been through all
missions numerous times, the replay value atleast to me is great. Only downside with the game is for some reason it'll crash
sporadically with a error message stating not enough memory which is a total lie since the game couldn't produce enough take
20% of my memory so fun with a potential flaw.. It's very boring, at first I had trouble because I couldn't change the position.
However, once I fixed that problem the game wasn't very fun as I hoped it would be. : ( It might be little more fun if you played
with someone else?. This game is super good. Fun casual/semi-casual puzzle game.
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